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ABSTRACT
HD106906b is an ∼ 11푀Jup, ∼ 15Myr old directly-imaged exoplanet orbiting at an extremely large distance
from its host star. The wide separation (7.11′′) between HD106906b and its host star greatly reduces the diffi-
culty in direct-imaging observations, making it one of the most favorable directly-imaged exoplanets for detailed
characterization. In this paper, we present HST/WFC3/IR time-resolved observations of HD106906b in the
F127M, F139M, and F153M bands. We have achieved ∼ 1% precision in the lightcurves in all three bands. The
F127M lightcurve demonstrates marginally-detectable (2.7휎 significance) variability with a best-fitting period of
4 hr, while the lightcurves in the other two bands are consistent with flat lines. We construct primary-subtracted
deep images and use these images to exclude additional companions to HD106906 that are more massive than
4푀Jup and locate at projected distances of more than ∼ 500 au. We measure the astrometry of HD106906b in
two HST/WFC3 epochs and achieve precisions better than 2.5 mas. The position angle and separation measure-
ments do not deviate from those in the 2004 HST/ACS/HRC images for more than 1휎 uncertainty. We provide
the HST/WFC3 astrometric results for 25 background stars that can be used as reference sources in future preci-
sion astrometry studies. Our observations also provide the first 1.4-휇mwater band photometric measurement for
HD106906b. HD106906b’s spectral energy distribution and the best-fitting BT-Settl model have an inconsis-
tency in the 1.4-휇m water absorption band, which highlights the challenges in modeling atmospheres of young
planetary-mass objects.
Keywords: Planetary Systems — planets and satellites: atmospheres — methods: observational
1. INTRODUCTION
Condensates clouds are central components of the atmo-
spheres of brown dwarfs and exoplanets (e.g., Ackerman &
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Marley 2001; Morley et al. 2012; Marley & Robinson 2015).
Cloud opacity strongly impacts near-infrared (NIR) colors
and spectra of these objects. Therefore, understanding cloud
properties is critical to determining fundamental properties
and atmospheric compositions of substellar objects through
emission and transmission spectroscopic observations (e.g.,
Ingraham et al. 2014; Kreidberg et al. 2014; Stevenson 2016;
de Wit et al. 2016; Samland et al. 2017). Because brown
dwarfs are available for direct spectroscopy and their ob-
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servations are generally less challenging than spectroscopic
observations of transiting exoplanets, cloud properties for
brown dwarfs are more tightly constrained than for exo-
planets through time-averaged spectroscopic (e.g., Burgasser
et al. 2008; Cushing et al. 2008; Stephens et al. 2009) and
time-resolved (e.g., Buenzli et al. 2012; Apai et al. 2013;
Yang et al. 2016; Biller et al. 2018; Schlawin et al. 2017;
Apai et al. 2017) observations. Directly-imaged exoplanets
and planetary-mass companions (e.g., Chauvin et al. 2004;
Marois et al. 2008a, 2010; Macintosh et al. 2015), which
overlap with transiting planets in mass and are suitable for
high-quality time-series observations, are excellent targets
for connecting condensate cloud studies of brown dwarfs and
exoplanets.
HD106906b is an 11 ± 2푀Jup mass exoplanet orbiting an
F5V spectral-type star (Bailey et al. 2014). Based on spectro-
scopic analysis (Bailey et al. 2014; Daemgen et al. 2017), the
planet has an effective temperature (푇eff ) of approximately
1,800 K and a spectral type of L2.5-3. The HD106906 sys-
tem, at a distance of 103.3± 0.4 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016, 2018), is a member of the Lower Centaurus Crux asso-
ciation (99.8% membership probability based on BANYAN-
Σ, Gagné et al. 2018 ), which itself is part of the Sco-Cen
OB association. Based on its cluster membership, the age of
the system is 15 ± 3 Myr (Pecaut & Mamajek 2016). The
planet has a wide separation of 7′′.11 ± 0′′.03 from its host
star (Bailey et al. 2014), corresponding to a projected distance
of 734 ± 4 au. Because of the planet’s large angular separa-
tion from its host star, the incident flux from the bright host
star does not contaminate that from the companion signifi-
cantly, despite the large brightness contrast (Δ퐽 = 10.3mag).
Therefore, HD106906b is among the most favorable exoplan-
ets for atmospheric characterization (e.g., Bailey et al. 2014;
Kalas et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2016; Daemgen et al. 2017).
Multi-wavelength photometric (Bailey et al. 2014; Kalas
et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2016) and spectroscopic (Bailey et al.
2014; Daemgen et al. 2017) observations have been used to
characterize HD106906b’s atmosphere. In these observa-
tions, similar to many other young L-type planetary-mass ob-
jects (2M1207b, Chauvin et al. 2004, HR8799bcde, Marois
et al. 2008b, 2010, PSO J318, Liu et al. 2013), HD106906b
appears reddened in its NIR colors compared to those of
the field brown dwarfs of the same spectral type. The red-
dened NIR color is often associated with dusty atmospheres
and thick condensate clouds (e.g., Skemer et al. 2011; Bar-
man et al. 2011; Bowler et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2016). Time-
resolved observations of these reddened objects have often
found them to be variable (e.g., Biller et al. 2015; Zhou
et al. 2016; Lew et al. 2016; Vos et al. 2018; Biller et al.
2018; Manjavacas et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2019). Several of
these objects also demonstrate wavelength-dependent vari-
ability (e.g., Zhou et al. 2016; Lew et al. 2016; Biller et al.
2018; Zhou et al. 2019), of which the amplitude is higher
in the shorter wavelength (e.g. 퐽 band) than in the longer
wavelength (e.g., 퐻 band). The most likely cause of the
variability and its wavelength-dependency is heterogeneous
clouds rotationally modulating the disk-integrated flux from
the photosphere. Consequently, multi-wavelength NIR ro-
tational modulation has become an effective tool to study
condensate clouds, particular vertical cloud profiles and dust
grain properties for brown dwarfs and planetary-mass objects
(e.g., Apai et al. 2013; Biller et al. 2018; Manjavacas et al.
2017; Schlawin et al. 2017; Manjavacas et al. 2019; Miles-
Páez et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2019). High-precision time-
resolved NIR observations can thus be an effective method
to explore the cloud properties of HD106906b.
HD106906b’s extremely wide orbit and its deviation from
the host star’s circumstellar disk plane pose challenges in ex-
plaining its formation (Bailey et al. 2014; Kalas et al. 2015;
Lagrange et al. 2016;Wu et al. 2016). Disk fragmentation has
difficulty forming a planet/companion with a mass as small as
that of HD106906b (e.g., Kratter et al. 2010). High-contrast
direct-imaging surveys strongly support core accretion as the
formation pathway of planetary-mass companions with orbits
smaller than 100 au (Wagner et al. 2019; Nielsen et al. 2019).
At a projected distance of more than 700 au from its host star
(Bailey et al. 2014), it is unlikely for HD106906b to accrete
enough material through in situ core accretion. A ∼ 21◦ pro-
jected angle between the planet’s position angle and the plane
of its host star’s disk (Kalas et al. 2015) further argues against
in situ core accretion but suggests dynamical orbit evolution
of this planet (e.g., Marleau et al. 2019). The host HD106906
is likely to be a spectroscopic binary (Lagrange et al. 2016;
Wu et al. 2016; Rodet et al. 2017; De Rosa & Kalas 2019),
corroborating the scenario where the current planetary orbit
is a consequence of dynamical interactions between the host
and the planet. De Rosa & Kalas (2019) discovered a close,
near-coplanar stellar encounter with the HD106906 system,
further supporting a conjecture of intense dynamical activity
in the system’s evolution history. Considering these evidence
that suggests past dynamical evolution, it should not be sur-
prising if HD106906b has an eccentric orbit. Therefore, as-
trometric constraints on the orbit of HD106906b will be crit-
ical for understanding the formation and evolution history of
HD106906b.
In this paper, we analyze and discuss Hubble Space
Telescope Wide Field Camera 3 near-infrared channel
(HST/WFC3/IR) observations of HD106906b in time-
resolved direct-imaging mode. We present lightcurves of
HD106906b in three bands that cover the 1.4 휇m water
band and its the continuum. We look for variability in the
lightcurves and use them to discuss the atmospheric and
cloud properties of HD106906b. We also compare the rela-
tive astrometry of HD106906 system in the twoWFC3 obser-
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vations and in the HST Advanced Camera for Survey/High-
Resolution Channel (ACS/HRC) observations, which were
taken in 2004. The WFC3 and ACS/HRC observations to-
gether form a high astrometric precision image series with
14 years baseline, which can place tight constraints on the
motion of HD106906b relative to its host star.
2. OBSERVATIONS
The HST/WFC3/IR observations of HD106906 (MAST
DOI: 10.17909/t9-13te-fp08) are part of the HST Large Trea-
sury program Cloud Atlas (Program ID: 14241, PI: D. Apai).
We observed HD106906 from 2016-01-29 20:45 to 2016-01-
29 23:02 UTC in two consecutive HST orbits as part of the
program’s variability amplitude assessment survey (VAAS).
We then used the same instrument set-up to re-visit the target
from 2018-06-07 02:14 to 2018-06-07 12:35 UTC in seven
consecutive HST orbits as part of the deep look observations
(DLO). Dithering was not applied during the observation to
reduce systematics caused by flat field errors. The target was
observed in F127M (휆pivot = 1.274휇m, FWHM = 0.07휇m),
F139M (휆pivot = 1.384휇m, FWHM = 0.07휇m) and F153M
(휆pivot = 1.533휇m, FWHM = 0.07휇m) filters. The filter se-
lection allowed comparison of the modulations in (F139M)
and out (F127M, F153M) of the 1.4 휇m water absorption
band. Exposure times were 66.4 seconds for the F127M and
F153M observations and 88.4 seconds for the F139M obser-
vations. We alternated these three filters in every two or three
exposures, and thus the lightcurves in the three filters are al-
most contemporaneous.
The observations were designed to enable two-roll angular
differential imaging for primary point spread function (PSF)
star subtraction. This technique was successfuly applied in
HST high-contrast observations (e.g., Zhou et al. 2016; Zhou
et al. 2019; Miles-Páez et al. 2019). Successive orbits alter-
nately differed in celestial orientation angle 31 degrees apart,
with odd (1, 3, 5, and 7), and even (2, 4, 6) numbered orbits re-
spectively at the same orientations. Subtracting images taken
in the odd orbits from those taken in the even orbits (or vice
versa) removes the primary star PSF (in the absence of sys-
temmatics to the level of the photon noise) but conserves the
companion PSF (Figure 1).
HD106906 was also observed by HST/ACS/HRC on 2004-
12-01 UTC (PID: 10330, PI: H. Ford). The 2004 ACS/HRC
observations include two identical 1,250 seconds direct-
imaging exposures in the ACS F606W band. We use results
from these observations (Bailey et al. 2014; Kalas et al. 2015)
to extend the temporal baseline for our astrometric analysis.
3. DATA REDUCTION
3.1. Time-Resolved Photometry
We start our time-resolved photometry with the flt files
produced by the CALWFC3 pipeline. Our photometric data
reduction has four steps: data preparation, primary star sub-
traction, PSF-fitting photometry, and lightcurve systematics
removal. Data reductions for lightcurves in the three filters
are independent. Therefore, the four reduction steps are ap-
plied to observations in the three filters in parallel.
In the data preparation step, we organize the bad-pixel-
masked and sky-subtracted images into data cubes. First, we
make bad pixel masks and remove the sky background. Pix-
els that have data quality flags 4 (bad detector pixel), 16 (hot
pixel), 32 (unstable response), and 256 (full-well saturation)
are identified as “bad pixels”, masked out, and excluded from
subsequent analyses. We then further examine images by eye
to identify and mask out remaining spurious pixels. There
are no bad pixels within a 5-pixel radius aperture centered on
HD106906b and thus the effect of bad pixels on the photome-
try is negligible. To remove the sky background, we first draw
circular masks around all visible point sources in the field
of view and then apply a five-iteration sigma-clip (threshold:
5휎) to exclude remaining bright pixels. We take the median
value of the unmasked pixels as sky background and subtract
it from every image. The background-subtracted images and
the associated bad pixel masks are sorted in chronological or-
der and stored in data cubes.
We then apply two-roll differential imaging (2RDI, e.g.,
Lowrance et al. 1999; Song et al. 2006) to subtract the PSF
of the primary star. Images taken with the first telescope roll
are subtraction template candidates for images taken with the
second telescope roll and vice versa. Wemeasure the primary
star positional offset in each image using two-dimensional
cross-correlation and align the primary star PSFs with bi-
linear interpolation shift. We refine image registration by
least 휒2 optimization in the diffraction spike regions that are
caused by the secondary mirror support structures. We then
select the best subtraction template from all available candi-
date images. Each subtraction template candidate is linearly
scaled to minimize the squared summed subtraction resid-
uals in the original−template image in an annulus around
HD106906A (Figure 1). The best subtraction template is the
one that results in the least subtraction residuals. Finally, we
subtract the best templates from the original images to obtain
primary subtracted images (Figure 1).
HD106906b’s flux intensity is measured by PSF fitting to
the primary-subtracted images. Details of the PSF-fitting pro-
cedures can be found in Zhou et al. (2019). We construct 9×
over-sampled PSFs using the TinyTim PSF modeling soft-
ware (Krist 1995). Free parameters for themodel PSFs are the
centroid coordinates, HST secondary mirror displacement,
and the amplitude of the PSF. We optimize these parameters
using a maximum likelihood method combined with Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms (MCMC performed
by emcee, Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). Aperture correc-
tion for each filter band is done through PSF fitting photom-
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Figure 1. Direct-imaging observations of the HD106906 system. Left: A demonstration of the two-roll differential imaging results. Red color
represents signals from the original images and blue colored pixels are structures from the subtraction model images. Regions that are marked
by hatches are used for optimizing the subtraction. HD106906b and a nearby (in projection) uncataloged source (later identified as BG12) are
marked in the figure. To avoid the uncataloged source contaminating the photometry for HD106906b, PSF fitting is carried out simultaneously
for these two sources. Right: An R (F153M) G (F139M) B (F127M) color composite image of HD106906. Overlaid on the HST RGB composite
are the false-color Gemini Planet Imager (inner most) andACS/HRC (outer annulus) scattered light images (Kalas et al. 2015) of the circumstellar
disk. The circumstellar disk is not visible in the WFC3/IR images.
etry as we normalize the model PSF to flux within an in-
finitely large aperture. We note that there is an uncataloged
source (discussed later in §4.5) that is only 0.87′′away from
HD106906b. To avoid this source contaminating the photom-
etry of HD106906b, we also create PSFmodels for it and con-
duct PSF fitting for HD106906b and this uncataloged source
simultaneously.
Finally, we correct the lightcurve systematics and esti-
mate the photometric uncertainty. For WFC3/IR lightcurves,
charge trapping related ramp effect is the major component
of lightcurve systematic noise. We use RECTE (Zhou et al.
2017) to model and remove the ramp effect systematics from
the lightcurves. Our implementation of the ramp effect re-
moval procedure follows Zhou et al. (2019), in which details
of the application of RECTE in time-resolved direct imag-
ing observations are provided. We calculate ramp profiles
by feeding the entire time series into RECTE and forward-
modeling the charge trapping systematics. The model ramp
profiles are divided from the lightcurves to correct the sys-
tematics. We estimate the photometric uncertainty by com-
bining photon noise, detector readout noise, and dark current
in pixels that are used for the measurements.
3.2. Astrometry
We follow the procedure detailed in Bedin & Fontanive
(2018) for astrometric measurement. Astrometric mea-
surements are made for HD106906 A and b, as well as
25 background stars. We first measure the raw Cartesian
(푥, 푦) coordinates by fitting empirically derived PSFs to the
flt images using a software that is adapted from the pro-
gram img2xym_WFC.09x10, which is initially developed
for ACS/WFC (Anderson & King 2006) and extended for
WFC3/IR. The empirical PSFs are from publicly available
PSF library1. We then apply the most updated geometry cor-
rection for WFC3/IR2. The corrected Cartesian coordinates
within the same epoch are then sigma-clipped averaged, as-
suming no (sizable) intrinsic motion of sources observed
within the same epoch. These procedures result in the geo-
metrically corrected Cartesian coordinates and their uncer-
tainties for each source in each epoch.
We then transform the corrected Cartesian coordinates to
the equatorial coordinate system (right ascension, R.A., 훼 and
declination, Dec., 훿). Common stars with GAIADR2 astrom-
etry (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) are used to find the most
general linear transformation (six parameters) that converts
(푥, 푦) to (휉, 휂) (the projections of the equatorial 훼 and 훿 co-
ordinates on the tangent plane). (휉, 휂) are then transformed
to (훼, 훿) using Equations (3) and (4) in Bedin & Fontanive
(2018).
Considering the non-linearity in (푥, 푦) to (훼, 훿) transfor-
mation, we adopt a Monte Carlo approach to derive the un-
certainties in R.A. and Dec. For every source, we gener-
ate 1,000 Gaussian distributed samples of (푥, 푦) based on the
1 Released by J. Anderson http://www.stsci.edu/~jayander/WFC3/
WFC3IR_PSFs/
2 Derived by J. Anderson and is publicly available http://www.stsci.edu/
~jayander/WFC3/
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Figure 2. HST/WFC3/IR Lightcurves for HD106906b in the
F127M, F139M, and F153M bands. For clarity, offsets of 5% and
10% are applied to the F139M and F153M lightcurves, respectively.
best-fitting values and their uncertainties. We then transform
the Cartesian list to a list of R.A. and Dec. pairs. We cal-
culate the standard deviations of the R.A. and Dec. as their
1-휎 uncertainties. We note that the uncertainties in R.A. and
Dec. include PSF-fitting uncertainties but do not include sys-
tematic uncertainties that can be introduced by motions of the
reference sources that are used to establish the (푥, 푦) to (휉, 휂)
transformation. i.e., the astrometric measurements and un-
certainties are accurate with respect to a single epoch, but the
uncertainties may be underestimated for comparison of as-
trometry between two epochs.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Photometry, Lightcurves, and Variability
Figure 2 shows the corrected and normalized lightcurves in
the F127M, F139M, and F153M bands. For single exposures,
we achieve average photometric signal-to-noise-ratios (SNR)
of 77, 78, and 105 in the F127M, F139M, and F153M bands,
respectively. For the lightcurves, variations with zero-to-peak
amplitude greater than 1% are not detected in any bands. The
lightcurve features are dominated by random noise. Relative
to flat lines, the three lightcurves have reduced-휒2 of 1.89,
1.47, and 1.1 in the F127M, F139M, and F153M bands, re-
spectively. Only the F127M lightcurve show a trace of tempo-
ral variations while the other two lightcurves fully agree with
flat lines. Because we conduct PSF photometry on the uncat-
aloged source that is close to HD106906b, we also obtain its
lightcurves. The lightcurves in all three bands of this source
are consistent with flat lines and do not show any correlations
with lightcurves of HD106906b. The total variations in the
lightcurves of this uncataloged source are less than 0.5% of
the fluxes of HD106906b in all three bands. The contami-
nation from the PSF wing of this source to the photometric
time-series of HD106906b is thus negligible. Therefore, we
can firmly rule out any contaminating signals from this uncat-
aloged source to our variability measurement of HD106906b.
We calculated the Lomb-Scargle power spectra (Lomb
1976, Figure 3) for the lightcurves to investigate lightcurve
periodicity. The power spectra for the F139M and F153M
lightcurves do not show any significant peaks except in the
high-frequency region where the power spectra are domi-
nated by random noise. The lack of signals in the F139M
and F153M power spectra is consistent with the featureless
lightcurves. The power spectra for the F127M lightcurve
has a peak at 4 hr. Compared to a flat line, the best-fitting
single sine wave with period fixed at 4 hr marginally de-
creases the reduced-휒2 from 1.88 to 1.55. For Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC, Schwarz 1978), we find that
ΔBIC = BICf lat − BICsin = 12.79, suggesting the sine
wave model is preferred. The best-fitting amplitude of the
4 hr sine wave is 퐴 = 0.49 ± 0.12%. Figure 4 shows the
F127M lightcurve folded to the 4 hr period and the best-
fitting sine wave. We use a bootstrap method (Manjavacas
et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2019) to evaluate the significance of
the periodogram signal, and show the result in Figure 3. This
analysis yields a 2.7휎 significance of the 4 hr periodic sig-
nal. The 4 hr periodic signal also overlaps with a side-lobe
of the periodogram of the observation window functions.
The low SNR and the effect from observation window func-
tion argue against 4 hr signal being a robust detection of
periodicity in the lightcurve. In summary, HD106906b only
shows marginal evidence of variability in the F127M band.
Lightcurves in the other two bands (water absorption, the red
side of water band continuum) are consistent with flat lines.
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Figure 3. Lomb-Scargle periodogram for the lightcurves of
HD106906b. Upper: Power spectra for the F127M, F139M, and
F153M. The power spectrum for the F127M band lightcurve has a
peak at 4 hr. The other two power spectra do not have any signif-
icant periodicity detection except the high frequency region domi-
nated by random noise. Lower: Significance estimate for the 4 hr
signal. Based on a Bootstrap analysis, the significance of the peri-
odic signal in the F127M band lightcurve is 2.7휎. The black dashed
line shows the power spectrum of the observation window function.
We note the window function power spectrum, which has its main
peak at 1.60 hr (HST’s orbital period), also has a side lope at 3.92
hr, close to our 4 hr periodic signal.
4.2. Rotational modulations of HD106906b
We evaluate the modulation significance in HD106906b’s
observed lightcurve from both instrumental and astrophysical
perspectives. From the instrumental point of view, we have
two arguments against the possibility that the modulation sig-
nal that we observe in HD106906b’s F127M lightcurve arises
from instrumental systematics. First, the F127M, F139M,
and F153M observations were taken de facto contemporane-
ously with identical instrument set-ups except the choice of
filters. Systematics that introduce periodic/sinusoidal signals
at 4 hr timescale in the F127M lightcurve should have a sim-
ilar effect on the other two lightcurves. The agreement of the
F139M and F153M lightcurves with flat lines is inconsistent
with the possibility that modulations of the F127M lightcurve
are due to systematics. Second, similar modulations do not
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Figure 4. HD106906b’s lightcurve in F127M and the best-fitting si-
nusoid. The upper panel shows the original lightcurve and the lower
panel shows the lightcurve phase-folded to a period of 4 hr. This pe-
riod corresponds to the most significant peak in the Lomb-Scargle
periodogram. The red line is the best-fitting sine wave.
appear in the lightcurves of any of the 20 background stars
in the same images. We measure and analyze lightcurves
of ten brightest background stars (BG01 to BG10) that are
in the field of view of both telescope roll angles and are not
affected by the diffraction spikes of the primary PSFs. Fig-
ure 5 shows the comparison between the periodograms of the
F127M, F139M, and F153M lightcurves of the background
stars and that for F127M lightcurve of HD106906b. Most
periodograms of the background star do not show significant
signals with similar periodicity to HD106906b except two
objects (BG03 in the F127M band and BG06 in the F139M
band). However, when we fold the lightcurves of those two
objects to the periods of the corresponding peaks in the peri-
odograms, the folded lightcurves are consistent with flat lines.
For BG03 in the F127M band, the reduced 휒2 for a flat line
and the best-fitting sine wave are 1.04 and 1.06, respectively
(ΔBIC = −10.17). For BG06 in the F139M band, the re-
duced 휒2 for a flat line and the best-fitting sine wave are 1.02
and 1.01, respectively (ΔBIC = −8.73). Flat lines are fa-
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HD106906b and background star power spectra
Figure 5. Comparison of the periodograms between those for the ten brightest background stars and those for HD106906b. The two background
stars (BG06 in the F127M band and BG03 in the F139M band) that show similar signals to HD109606b’s in their periodograms do not show
significant variations in the folded lightcurves.
vored in both background star lightcurves, which is opposite
to the case for the F127M lightcurve of HD106906b.
From the astrophysical perspective, we can qualitatively
evaluate the likelihood for HD106906b, an early L-type
planetary-mass companion to be rotationally modulated only
in the F127M band but not in the other two bands. Multi-
wavelength and time-resolved observations of ultra-cool
dwarfs have found that the rotational modulations for the
majority brown dwarfs and planetary-mass companions are
wavelength-dependent and have higher amplitudes at shorter
wavelengths than longer wavelengths (e.g., Apai et al. 2013;
Yang et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2016; Schlawin et al. 2017;
Zhou et al. 2019). These findings are consistent with a model
prediction based on Mie-scattering calculation (Hiranaka
et al. 2016; Lew et al. 2016; Schlawin et al. 2017). Addi-
tionally, the 1.4 휇m water absorption or the F139M band
sometimes show reduced rotational modulation amplitude
(e.g., Apai et al. 2013), due to water vapor opacity elevat-
ing the photosphere at this wavelength. Therefore, rotational
modulations only appearing in the band with the shortest
wavelength of our observation is qualitatively consistent with
model predictions and previous observations, particularly
those for planetary-mass companions (Zhou et al. 2016; Zhou
et al. 2019). If we assume that the wavelength dependence
of HD106906b’s rotational modulations is the same as that
measured in 2M1207b (Zhou et al. 2016) as 2M1207b (a mid-
L-type planetary-mass companion) is HD106906b’s close
analog that also has modulation detected, we would expect
the modulation amplitude in the F153M band to be 0.6%. Our
observation is not sensitive to such small amplitude modula-
tions. Therefore, if the overall modulation amplitude is low,
it is likely that the signal is only detected in the bluest band
of the observation, which is consistent with our observations.
These two lines of evidence support the interpretation that
the modulations we see in HD106906b’s F127M lightcurve
are astrophysical and, in particular, caused by heterogeneous
clouds. Nevertheless, we emphasize that the amplitude of the
signal is marginal. Our evaluation of the rotational modu-
lation and rotation period for HD106906b remain tentative.
The lack of large-amplitude rotational modulations in the HD
106906b lightcurve might be indicative of a (nearly) pole-on
geometry of its rotational axis (e.g., Vos et al. 2017). This
prediction can be tested by 푣 sin 푖 measurements from high-
resolution spectroscopic observations (e.g., Snellen et al.
2014; Vos et al. 2017; Bryan et al. 2018).
Applying the rotational break-up limit criterion provided in
Marley & Sengupta (2011), which is a function of radius and
surface gravity, we find that HD106906b will break up if its
rotational period is shorter than 1.44 hr. The rotation rate that
corresponds to a 4 hr period is significantly below this limit.
4.3. Spectral Energy Distribution
Our precise time-averaged photometry, particularly HD-
106906b’s flux density in the water absorption band is use-
ful for determining fundamental properties, such as 푇eff
and log(푔) of HD106906b through spectral energy distri-
bution (SED) fitting. We combine our photometry with
archival photometry to form the SED of HD106906b. We
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Figure 6. The comparison of the SED of HD106906b to the BT-Settl models. The upper panel shows the 휒2 as a function of model 푇eff and
log(푔) for a fit that includes all six bands (left) and a fit that only includes the three WFC3/IR bands (right). The grid points that yield the lowest
휒2 are marked by red rectangles (푇eff=1,800 K and log(푔)=5.5 for the full fit and 푇eff=1,750 K and log(푔)=4.25 for the WFC3/IR-only fit). Thelower left panel shows the full observed SED (blue dot) and the best-fitting (1800 K, log 푔 = 5.5) BT-Settl spectrum (red line) and the synthetic
model photometry (red square). The lower right panel compares the fitting residuals for the best-fitting model (푇eff=1,800 K, log(푔) =5.5), themodel best-fit to the WFC3/IR (푇eff=1,750, log(푔) =4.25), and an intermediate gravity model (푇eff=1,800 K, log(푔) =4.0).
use HST/ACS/F606W band photometry (휆pivot = 0.596휇m,
FWHM= 0.234휇m) from Kalas et al. (2015), 퐾푠 (휆pivot =
2.145휇m, FWHM= 0.305휇m) and 퐿′ (휆pivot = 3.774휇m,
FWHM= 0.592휇m) band photometry from Bailey et al.
(2014). We do not use the archival 퐽 band photometry be-
cause our F127M photometry covers similar spectral fea-
tures and has more than 20× greater SNR. Importantly, our
F139M photometry provides a tight 1.4휇m water absorption
constraint for HD106906b.
We fit the SED of HD106906b to the BT-Settl model grid
(Allard et al. 2012) and present the results in Figure 6. To
account for filter throughput and the target’s flux density
variation within each band, we use pysynphot3 to convert
the model spectrum to flux density in count rates for the
three WFC3/IR filter bands. For the archival photometry,
which are presented in AB magnitude (HST/ACS/F606W)
and in Vega magnitude (퐾푠 and 퐿′), the BT-Settl model
3 https://pysynphot.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
are directly available in the corresponding magnitude sys-
tems. For SED fitting, we bi-linearly (in 푇eff and log(푔) di-
mensions) interpolate the model grid (native grid resolution:
Δ푇eff = 100K,Δ log 푔 = 0.5) in magnitude scales. The
free parameters are effective temperature 푇eff , surface grav-
ity log(푔), and scaling parameter  , the ratio between the ob-
served flux over model flux. Because model SEDs are pre-
sented in flux density at the photosphere surface, the scal-
ing parameter can be transformed to the photospheric radius
via 푅 = √ 푑, in which 푑 is the distance of the system.
By searching for the minimum 휒2 (the upper panel of Fig-
ure 6), we identify the best-fitting 푇eff = 1, 800 ± 100 K and
log 푔 = 5.5 ± 0.5. The scaling parameter corresponds to a
radius of 1.775 ± 0.015푅Jup at a distance of 103.3 pc (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018, 2016). The 1,800 K effective tem-
perature estimate is consistent with previous studies (Bailey
et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2016), but the surface gravity is not
compatible with a low surface gravity assessment.
To investigate the fitting results, we further examine the
SED fitting residuals. As demonstrated in the lower right
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panel of Figure 6, although the 푇eff = 1, 800K, log 푔 = 5.5
model reproduces the overall shape of HD106906b’s SED,
it under-predicts the flux density in the F139M band (i.e.,
over-predict the 1.4휇m water absorption depth). Because
the photometric measurements in the three WFC3/IR bands
have the smallest uncertainties ( 1%), they have the largest
contributions to the 휒2 statistics. Thus the mismatch in the
F139M band is more than 10휎 leading to a 휒2 > 100 (de-
grees of freedom=3) even for the best-fitting model. With
an intermediate gravity model with the same temperature
(푇eff = 1, 800K, log 푔 = 4.0), the disagreement between ob-
servations and the model at the 1.4휇m water band is more
prominent, causing the 휒2 statistics to increase by more than
300. Thus the high-gravity model is favored. Considering the
strong diagnostic power of the precise WFC3/IR measure-
ments, we conduct an additional fit that only includes pho-
tometry in those band. When the constraints from the longer
wavelength (퐾푠 and 퐿′ bands) are ignored, the SED fitting
demonstrates a 푇eff -log(푔) degeneracy in the 푇eff range of
1, 600 K to 1, 800 K and favors a slightly cooler and inter-
mediate gravity model (푇eff = 1, 800K, log 푔 = 4.0). How-
ever, comparing to the complete SED, this model does not
reproduce the overall shape and is thus disfavored in the full
SED fit. In summary, although the best-fitting parameters
are robust in our least-휒2 fitting framework, because of the
large residuals at the 1.4 휇m water absorption band, this re-
sult should not be taken as evidence for high surface gravity of
HD106906b, but a demonstration of challenges in modeling
the spectra of ultracool atmospheres of young planetary-mass
objects.
4.4. Astrometry
In order to establish a precise astrometric reference frame
and constrain the relative motion between HD106906b and
its host star, we measure the R.A. and Dec. of 25 sources
(BG01 to BG25) that are in the field of view (FoV) of both
HST/WFC3 epochs. The average uncertainties in R.A. and
Dec. are 5.3 mas for the 2016 epoch and 2.9 mas for the 2018
epoch, corresponding to 0.041 and 0.023 pixels, respectively.
Due to the saturation at the PSF core, HD106906A has one
of the lowest astrometric precisions of all the sources. Espe-
cially in the 2016 epoch, its astrometric uncertainty is 51.2
mas or 0.39 pixel. Astrometric measurements for HD106906
are listed in Table 1 and those for the background sources are
listed in Table 2 in the appendix.
We derive the separations and position angles between
HD106906A and b and their uncertainties for the 2016 and
2018 epochs. The separations are 7.11′′±0.03′′ and 7.108′′±
0.005′′ in the 2016 and 2018 epochs, respectively. The posi-
tion angles are 307.5◦ ± 0.3◦ and 307.29 ± 0.05◦ in the two
epochs, respectively. These separations and position angles
are indistinguishable from those measured in the ACS/HRC
Table 1. HST/WFC3 Astrometry for HD106906 System.
Object (epoch) R.A. R.A.err Dec. Dec.err
[hh mm ss] [mas] [dd mm ss] [mas]
HD106906A (2016) 12 17 53.118 16 −55 58 32.136 49
HD106906b (2016) 12 17 52.444 1.1 −55 58 27.8199 0.79
HD106906A (2018) 12 17 53.108 5.6 −55 58 32.158 6.7
HD106906b (2018) 12 17 52.434 2.1 −55 58 27.843 2.3
images (Bailey et al. 2014). Therefore, relative motions be-
tween the companion and the star are not detected. The sub-
stantial positional uncertainty of HD106906A due to satura-
tion is the bottleneck that limits the astrometric value of these
HST images.
With a temporal baseline of 14 years, three epochs of HST
observations are not able to detect relative motion between
HD106906b and its host star. Assuming a face-on, circular
orbit and an orbital radius of 732 au, we expect an orbital arc
length for HD106906b to be 37.1 mas in 14 yr (first epoch
with ACS in 2004) or 5 mas in 2 yr (between the two WFC3
epochs). These arc lengths correspond to 12.8× and 1.72×
the average 1휎 astrometric uncertainty in the 2018 epoch. As
a result, the HST images could resolve the first orbital motion
if their precisions are not limited by saturation.
Astrometric constraints of the HD106906 system are criti-
cal to studying the system’s formation and dynamical evolu-
tion history (e.g., De Rosa & Kalas 2019) and for measur-
ing the dynamical mass of the planet (e.g., Snellen & Brown
2018; Dupuy et al. 2019). The design of future observa-
tions should consider optimization for astrometric precisions,
which includes avoiding saturation, increasing spatial resolu-
tion through dithering, repeating at the same celestial orienta-
tion angles and re-use of the same guide stars. In the 33 × 33
arcsec2 FoV of WFC3 images, there are seven background
sources that have celestial coordinates and proper motion
measurements from GAIA DR2. Using these sources to reg-
ister the WFC3 image with GAIA can calibrate the absolute
astrometry to sub-mas precision level (Bedin & Fontanive
2018). Future astrometric analysis of HD106906 system will
benefit from our background source catalog (Table 2).
4.5. Other Sources in the Field of View
In order to assess the possible presence of yet undetected
companions to HD106906, we construct 33′′ × 33′′ FoV
deep images (Figure 10) by median-combining the entire
HST/WFC3/IR time series for each filter. These images may
include yet undiscovered companions of HD106906A. With
our observational setup, the water absorption depth can be an
effective criterion for selecting candidate ultra-cool objects
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Figure 7. Azimuthally averaged contrast curves in the F127M, F139M, and F153M band images for the HD106906 observations. Violin plots
are adopted to demonstrate the contrast distribution at a certain separation. Because of the spatial variance in the primary subtracted image, the
contrast does not fully follow a Gaussian distribution. Each panel shows the contrast distributions in one of the three bands and the averaged
contrast curves in all three bands are presented in every panel. The corresponding companion mass estimates from an evolutionary model
(Saumon & Marley 2008, 푓sed = 2 cloud, 15 Myr) are annotated on the right side of each plot.
(e.g., Fontanive et al. 2018). Here we define the absolute wa-
ter absorption depth as the difference between the F139Mflux
density and the average flux density in the F127M and F153M
bands. We further define the normalized water absorption
depth () as the absolute depth divided by the average flux
density in the F127M and the F153M bands.  is calculated
as
 = (푓F127M + 푓F153M)∕2 − 푓F139M
(푓F127M + 푓F153M)∕2
(1)
In all three bands, we calculate the 5휎 contrast curves
for contrast-limited point-source detections for the median-
combined primary-subtracted images (Figure 7). We con-
struct these contrast curves through a PSF injection-and-
recovery process, as detailed in Zhou et al. (2019). We find
that the three bands have almost identical contrast curves, al-
though the F127M image has the deepest contrast at wide sep-
aration. Our median-combined, primary-subtracted images
are sensitive to Δmag = 7.7 at 1′′, Δmag = 10.4 at 2′′, and
Δmag = 14.2 at 5′′. Assuming an age of 15 Myr and the evo-
lution tracks of Saumon & Marley (2008) (푓sed = 2 cloud),
our median-combined, primary-subtracted images can place
5휎 upper limits for companions more massive than 13푀Jup at
2′′ or greater separations and 4푀Jup at 4.75′′ or greater sep-
arations.
We used the median-combined primary-subtracted images
to measure the relative water absorption depth for 25 point
sources (from BG01 to BG25, see Table 2) that are in the
field of view for images taken with both telescope rolls. Fig-
ure 8 shows the water absorption depth for each source. Wa-
ter absorption is marginally detected in two other sources
(BG11 and BG12). Interestingly, these two sources also have
the smallest angular separations from HD106906A among
all point sources in the field of view. For both BG11 and
BG12, their astrometry in the 2016 and 2018 HST/WFC3
observations are consistent within 15 mas and they do not
appear to co-move with the HD106906 system. Therefore
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Figure 8. Measured relative water absorption depths of 25 sources
in the field of view. The sources are ranked by their angular distance
to HD106906A. Except HD106906b, there are two sources (BG11
and BG12) have water absorptions, but at much weaker levels.
they are likely background stars. BG12 is also very close
to HD106906b in angular separation (0.87′′) and is also in
the field of view of the 2004 HST/ACS image. Based on the
HST/ACS/HRC and the HST/WFC3/IR photometry, the SED
of this source is fully consistent with a 3, 700±100KBT-Settl
stellar SED model. BG12’s fourteen-year baseline astrome-
try is consistent with that for a stationary background source.
Therefore, BG12 is most likely a background K/M giant star.
We investigate the apparent trajectory of the background
source BG12, noting that its location at prior epochs could po-
tentially have contaminated observations of HD106906b re-
ported earlier in the literature. We calculate the differences in
right ascension (ΔR.A.), declination (ΔDec.), and the separa-
tions between HD106906b and the close background source
from the year 2003 (one year before the first direct imag-
ing reported for HD106906b) to the year 2023. In this cal-
culation, the close background source is assumed to be sta-
tionary and HD106906b is co-moving with its host star at
(휇훼 cos 훿 = −39.01mas/yr, 휇훿 = −12.87mas/yr) (Gaia Col-
laboration et al. 2016, 2018). The results are shown in Fig-
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Figure 9. Simulated separations between HD106906b and BG12,
assuming it is a stationary background star. Under this assump-
tion, HD106906b and BG12 will reach their minimum separation at
0.695′′ in 2031. The predicted separations in the past observations
of HD106906b are marked by squares.
ure 9. In the same figure, we also marked the expected posi-
tions of the close companion in previous observations (Bailey
et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2016; Lagrange et al. 2016; Daemgen
et al. 2017) assuming BG12 is a stationary background star.
Figure 9 demonstrates that HD106906b, due to its proper
motion, has been approaching – in projection – to the
location of BG12 over the years. The separation be-
tween HD1006906b and BG12 has been decreasing from
1.29′′(2004, first available image) to 0.87′′(this study), and
will reach its minimum at 0.695′′in 2031. In the study of
(Bailey et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2016; Daemgen et al. 2017),
HD106906b should have a separation of 0.95′′-1.05′′to
BG12, assuming it is stationary. It is unlikely that BG12
contaminated those measurements, because the separations
in those observation epochs were significantly greater than
the spatial resolutions of those observations. Considering the
brightness contrast of the two objects, in the worst case in
which BG12 is entirely included in the aperture for measure-
ments of HD106906b, the contamination of the background
star to HD106906b’s broadband photometry is < 7.5% in the
near-infrared.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. We observed the planetary-mass companion HD106906b
with seven consecutive HST orbits in HST WFC3/IR’s
direct-imaging mode. Applying two-roll differential imag-
ing and PSF-fitting photometry, we have achieved single-
frame photometric precisions of 1.3%, 1.3% and 0.9% in
the lightcurves in the F127M, F139M, and F153M bands,
respectively. The F127M lightcurve shows a tentative
(2.7휎) variability signal that best-fit by a 푃 = 4 hr rota-
tional modulation.
2. The marginal detection of the F127M band modulation
and the non-detections in the other two bands are consis-
tent with the wavelength dependence of modulation am-
plitudes previously observed in other brown dwarfs and
planetary-mass companions. The marginally-detected,
low-amplitude modulations agree with the expectation
that early-L type dwarfs are less likely to be have large-
amplitude variability compared to the L/T transition types
(e.g., Radigan et al. 2014; Metchev et al. 2015). However,
due to the low detection significance, the modulation sig-
nal cannot serve as conclusive evidence for heterogeneous
clouds in the atmospheres of HD106906b.
3. Our observations provide precise photometry for HD106906b
in the HST/WFC3/IR F127M, F139M, and F153M bands.
This is also the first precision photometric measurement
for HD106906b in the 1.4휇m water absorption band. We
combine our three bands of photometry with archival data
to form an SED for HD106906b and perform SED model
fitting on the BT-Settl model grid. We find a best-fitting
effective temperature of 1800 K, consistent with literature
results, and a best-fitting surface gravity log 푔 of 5.5, sig-
nificantly higher than previous estimates and inconsistent
with HD106906b being a young and planetary mass ob-
ject. Also, the observed F139M band flux intensity for
HD106906b is significantly higher than the best-fitting
model value. Considering the large residuals even in the
best-fit model, this finding should not be taken as conclu-
sive evidence of a high surface gravity for HD106906b but
rather an indication of the challenges in SED modeling of
ultra-cool atmospheres.
4. We combine WFC3/IR images to form primary-subtracted
deep images and search for planetary-mass companions
in the field of view. Our composite images are sensitive
to planets with masses down to 4푀Jup. We used mea-
surements of the 1.4휇m water absorption to arbitrate be-
tween close companion candidates and background stars
(i.e., substellar companions should show significant water
absorptions). We did not discover any new companions.
We did find two point sources that have lower fluxes in the
F139M band. However, both sources do not appear to co-
movewith the HD106906 system. One of the two objects is
in close vicinity to HD106906b (0.85′′angular separation).
Based on its astrometry and SED fitting results, this ob-
ject is likely a background K/M giant star. Based on GAIA
DR2 astrometry and proper motion, the angular distance
between HD106906b and this background star is decreas-
ing and will be on the level of 0.7′′to 0.8′′ in the 2020s.
Future observations of HD106906b will need to carefully
eliminate the flux contamination from this background star.
5. We measured astrometry for HD106906A and b, as well
as for the background sources. The separations and posi-
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tion angles between HD106906A and b in the 2016 and
2018 epochs WFC3 images do not deviate from those in
the 2004 ACS/HRC images for more than 1휎 uncertainty.
The saturated PSF core of HD106906A limits our sensi-
tivity in probing the relative motion between HD106906A
and b. HST/WFC3 observations that avoid saturating the
primary will at least place strong constraint on whether
HD106906b is on a face-on circular orbit and may even
resolve the planet’s orbital motions.
Software: Numpy&Scipy (van derWalt et al. 2011),Mat-
plotlib (Hunter 2007), IPython (Perez & Granger 2007), As-
tropy (Robitaille et al. 2013), Seaborn (Waskom et al. 2017),
Image Registration (Ginsburg et al. 2014), TinyTim (Krist
1995), pysynphot (STScI Development Team 2013)
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APPENDIX
A. BACKGROUND SOURCE INFORMATION
The sky locations for background sources are illustrated in Figure 10. Table 2 summarizes the information for background
sources.
Figure 10. Illustration of sky locations of background sources in the FoV.
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